
To view other sizing options see pages #14-15 

MODEL NUMBER FLOOD COVERAGE AIR VENTILATION VENT SIZE ROUGH OPENING

1540-510 200 sq. ft. 51 sq. in. 16” W x 8”H x 3”D 16     in x  8      in1
4

1
4

1540-511 400 sq. ft. 102 sq. in. 16     in x 16     in3
8

1
416” W  x 16“H  x 3”D

STANDARD FINISH POWDER COAT WHITE
POWDER COAT PAINT OPTIONS:

Custom colors also available.

Pictured in 
custom powder 
coat brick red

Pictured in 
powder coat white

This series of vents offers certified flood venting protection with
superior automatic natural ventilation control. Ideal for crawlspace
applications and other areas requiring flood venting protection as
well as natural air ventilation. 

DUAL FUNCTION SERIES

VENTILATION

Smart Vent
1540-510

Stacker
1540-511

single unit and are a great solution for large
amounts of square footage, and in
situations where there is not
enough wall space to fit
in the necessary or
required single units.

A bimetal coil automatically
opens and closes the ventilation
louver as temperature changes
from 35  F to 75  F. 

No electricity is required. 

In the event of a flood, the internal floats 
lift to release the flood door to rotate 
open and relieve the hydrostatic pressure
regardless of the louvers’ position, open
or closed.

Stacker Models are twice as efficient as a

8 9
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